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Market environment and strategy

Summary

Economic and monetary policy environment

Macro: Growth concerns increase
- Ukraine war, ongoing supply chain issues, China growth slump and tightening monetary/financial environment further increase global economic downside risks
- Inflation rates reach levels not measured in Western industrialised countries for decades and pose the risk of a wage-price spiral (stronger in the USA than in Europe)
- Large established economies are proving quite resilient, but risk of a bumpy or even "hard landing" (sharper recession) of the global economy is increasing

Central banks: Under pressure
- Central banks around the world remain under pressure to act in view of persistently high inflation rates and worsening consumer sentiment (purchasing power effect)
- Fed and ECB have recently accelerated monetary tightening and started to gradually phase out bond-buying programmes
- Weaker economic data unlikely to halt monetary tightening until inflation figures show trend reversal

Markets

Bonds: Hardly any relief on the bond market
- Sustained high inflation and revised market expectations of (upcoming) interest rate steps by central banks have been the dominant factors so far
- However, weaker economic figures have recently brought growth and recession concerns into focus
- Risk premiums of peripheral government bonds initially widened, but stabilised recently

Shares: Headwinds do not abate
- Stock prices continue to head south amid unfavourable combination of inflation, interest rate and growth concerns
- Significant economic slowdown already appears priced in; volatility likely to persist for the time being
- As the economy slows, the outlook for corporate profits is also likely to dim

Currencies, gold and commodities: US dollar strength continues
- Fed's tighter monetary policy supports US currency
- Crude oil price takes rollercoaster ride, but remains at high level
- Gold gives back most of March's gains
Macro: Global economic downside risks increase
China's economy probably contracted in spring

Economic slump due to Corona lockdowns ...

... but economy back on expansion course in June

Please note: Past values, simulations and forecasts are not a reliable indicator of future development.
Source: Refinitiv Datastream, UniCredit Wealth Management.
Macro: Global economic downside risks increase

US economy shows resilience but weakens

US labour market continues to grow solidly, unemployment at very low level

However, falling consumer confidence and low savings rates weigh on consumer prospects

Please note: Past values, simulations and forecasts are not a reliable indicator of future development.
Source: Refinitiv Datastream, UniCredit Wealth Management.
Macro: Global economic downside risks increase

Euro area: Growth concerns are likely to be exaggerated

Please note: Past values, simulations and forecasts are not a reliable indicator of future development.

Source: Refinitiv Datastream, UniCredit Wealth Management.
Central banks: Still under pressure

Market expectations for the Fed significantly revised upwards

Markets have recently revised expectations sharply upwards

Recession fears, however, depress market expectations for 2023 below Fed interest rate path

Please note: Past values, simulations and forecasts are not a reliable indicator of future development.
Source: Refinitiv Datastream, UniCredit Wealth Management.
Central banks: Still under pressure

ECB market expectations also revised significantly upwards

The markets have also revised their interest rate expectations upwards for the ECB ...

... and are betting on further interest rate hikes next year

Please note: Past values, simulations and forecasts are not a reliable indicator of future development.
Source: Refinitiv Datastream, UniCredit Wealth Management.
Please note: Past values, simulations and forecasts are not a reliable indicator of future development. In order to map the development of government bonds in a fixed maturity range, so-called synthetic bonds are calculated. In each case, the most "suitable" real (real) federal bond at the relevant time is used and taken as a reference for the yield opportunity of the synthetic bond. The development of the expected yield to maturity is shown under the following conditions: servicing of interest payments and redemption in accordance with the terms and conditions and holding until maturity. In this respect, it is a yield opportunity. The yield opportunities reflect the different risk assessments of the investors for the respective products or countries (higher yield opportunity=higher risk assessment). The synthetic bonds cannot be purchased and therefore do not include any costs. When investing in securities, costs are incurred which reduce the performance.

Source: Refinitiv Datastream, UniCredit Wealth Management.
Bonds: Inflation and monetary tightening weigh on bonds

US yield advantage remains

Please note: Past values, simulations and forecasts are not a reliable indicator of future development. In order to map the development of government bonds in a fixed maturity range, so-called synthetic bonds are calculated. In each case, the most "suitable" real (real) federal bond at the relevant time is used and taken as a reference for the yield opportunity of the synthetic bond. The development of the expected yield to maturity is shown under the following conditions: servicing of interest payments and redemption in accordance with the terms and conditions and holding until maturity. In this respect, it is a yield opportunity. The yield opportunities reflect the different risk assessments of the investors for the respective products or countries (higher yield opportunity=higher risk assessment). The synthetic bonds cannot be purchased and therefore do not include any costs. When investing in securities, costs are incurred which reduce the performance.

Source: Refinitiv Datastream, UniCredit Wealth Management.
Bonds: Inflation and monetary tightening weigh on bonds

Yield spreads in the periphery increased significantly

Please note: Past values, simulations and forecasts are not a reliable indicator of future development. In order to map the development of government bonds in a fixed maturity range, so-called synthetic bonds are calculated. In each case, the most “suitable” real (real) federal bond at the relevant time is used and taken as a reference for the yield opportunity of the synthetic bond. The development of the expected yield to maturity is shown under the following conditions: servicing of interest payments and redemption in accordance with the terms and conditions and holding until maturity. In this respect, it is a yield opportunity. The yield opportunities reflect the different risk assessments of the investors for the respective products or countries (higher yield opportunity=higher risk assessment). The synthetic bonds cannot be purchased and therefore do not include any costs. When investing in securities, costs are incurred which reduce the performance.

Source: Refinitiv Datastream, UniCredit Wealth Management.
Bonds: Inflation and monetary tightening weigh on bonds

Still no sign of real value retention in Germany

Please note: Past values, simulations and forecasts are not a reliable indicator of future development. In order to map the development of government bonds in a fixed maturity range, so-called synthetic bonds are calculated. In each case, the most "suitable" real (real) federal bond at the relevant time is used and taken as a reference for the yield opportunity of the synthetic bond. The development of the expected yield to maturity is shown under the following conditions:

- servicing of interest payments and redemption in accordance with the terms and conditions and holding until maturity. In this respect, it is a yield opportunity. The yield opportunities reflect the different risk assessments of the investors for the respective products or countries (higher yield opportunity=higher risk assessment). The synthetic bonds cannot be purchased and therefore do not include any costs. When investing in securities, costs are incurred which reduce the performance.

Source: Refinitiv Datastream, UniCredit Wealth Management.
Uncertainty causes corporate bond spreads to rise further

Please note: Past values, simulations and forecasts are not a reliable indicator of future development. In order to map the development of government bonds in a fixed maturity range, so-called synthetic bonds are calculated. In each case, the most “suitable” real (real) federal bond at the relevant time is used and taken as a reference for the yield opportunity of the synthetic bond. The development of the expected yield to maturity is shown under the following conditions: servicing of interest payments and redemption in accordance with the terms and conditions and holding until maturity. In this respect, it is a yield opportunity. The yield opportunities reflect the different risk assessments of the investors for the respective products or countries (higher yield opportunity=higher risk assessment). The synthetic bonds cannot be purchased and therefore do not include any costs. When investing in securities, costs are incurred which reduce the performance.

Source: Refinitiv Datastream, UniCredit Wealth Management.
Shares: Prices continue to head south

Weakest first half-year performance in decades

Please note: Past values, simulations and forecasts are not a reliable indicator of future development.
Source: Refinitiv Datastream, UniCredit Wealth Management.

Global stock markets (1.1.2013 = 100)
- DAX 40 (in EUR)
- Stoxx Europe 600 (in EUR)
- MSCI World (in USD)
- S&P 500 (in USD)

Corona outbreak
Ukraine war
Volatility likely to remain high for the time being

Shares: Prices continue to head south

Please note: Past values, simulations and forecasts are not a reliable indicator of future development.

Source: Refinitiv Datastream, UniCredit Wealth Management.
But lower P/E ratios in Europe signal upside potential

Equities: Prices continue to head south

Price-earnings ratio (earnings on a 12-month view)

- S&P 500
- DAX 30
- Euro Stoxx 50

Please note: The indices cannot be purchased and therefore do not include any costs. When investing in securities, costs are incurred which reduce the performance. Past performance, simulations and forecasts are not a reliable indicator of future performance. Returns may also rise or fall as a result of currency fluctuations. Source: Refinitiv Datastream, UniCredit Wealth Management.
Shares: Prices continue to head south
Profit expectations possibly too optimistic

Earnings expectations (on 12 months, 12-month change in %)
- DAX 40
- Stoxx Europe 600
- S&P 500
- TOPIX

Please note: The indices cannot be purchased and therefore do not include any costs. When investing in securities, costs are incurred which reduce the performance. Past performance, simulations and forecasts are not a reliable indicator of future performance. Returns may also rise or fall as a result of currency fluctuations. Source: Refinitiv Datastream, UniCredit Wealth Management.
Shares: Prices continue to head south

Nevertheless, shares should remain interesting in the long term

Please note: Past values, simulations and forecasts are not a reliable indicator of future development. In order to map the development of government bonds in a fixed maturity range, so-called synthetic bonds are calculated. In each case, the most “suitable” real (real) federal bond at the relevant time is used and taken as a reference for the yield opportunity of the synthetic bond. The development of the expected yield to maturity is shown under the following conditions: servicing of interest payments and redemption in accordance with the terms and conditions and holding until maturity. In this respect, it is a yield opportunity. The yield opportunities reflect the different risk assessments of the investors for the respective products or countries (higher yield opportunity=higher risk assessment). The synthetic bonds cannot be purchased and therefore do not include any costs. When investing in securities, costs are incurred which reduce the performance.

Source: Refinitiv Datastream, UniCredit Wealth Management.
Commodities, gold and currencies: US dollar strength continues

Gold gives back most of March's gains

Please note Past values, simulations and forecasts are not a reliable indicator of future performance. Commodity price performance does not take into account acquisition and custody costs incurred. Source: Refinitiv Datastream, UniCredit Wealth Management.
"Quantitative Tightening" of the Fed supports the US dollar strength continues. Commodities, gold and currencies: US dollar strength continues.
Commodities, gold and currencies: US dollar strength continues

EUR-USD recently stabilises at a low level

Please note: Past values, simulations and forecasts are not a reliable indicator of future performance. Currency performance does not take into account acquisition and custody costs incurred. Source: Refinitiv Datastream, UniCredit Wealth Management.
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Important notes

Our representations are based on public information that we believe to be reliable, but for which we make no warranty, just as we cannot guarantee completeness or accuracy. We reserve the right to change our opinions expressed herein at any time without notice. The investment opportunities discussed in this report may not be applicable to certain investors, depending on their specific investment objectives, time horizons or the overall context of their financial position. This information is provided for personal information purposes only and is no substitute for individual advice. Please consult the investment advisor at your bank. The provision of the information does not constitute an offer to conclude an advisory contract. All information is intended only to support your independent investment decision and does not constitute a recommendation by the bank. This information does not meet the legal requirements for ensuring the impartiality of financial analyses and is not subject to any prohibition on trading prior to the publication of financial analyses. The information in this report is based on carefully selected sources believed to be reliable, but UniCredit Bank AG cannot guarantee its completeness or accuracy. All opinions expressed herein are based on UniCredit Bank AG's judgment as of the original date of publication, regardless of when you receive this information, and are subject to change without notice. UniCredit Bank AG may have published other publications that contradict the information presented in this report or reach different conclusions. These publications reflect different assumptions, opinions and analytical methods of the analysts who prepared them. We further reserve the right, without further notice, not to update this information or to discontinue it entirely. Past performance should not be taken as a measure or guarantee of future performance and no future performance is expressly or impliedly guaranteed or promised. The information is provided solely for information purposes in the context of individual advice from your advisor and cannot replace such advice. All information is without guarantee.

The information is expressly not directed at persons resident in the USA and Great Britain.
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Note to UK Residents:
The information provided herein or contained in any report provided herein is intended solely for institutional clients of Client Solutions of UniCredit acting through UniCredit Bank AG, New York Branch and UniCredit Capital Markets LLC (together “UniCredit”) in the United States, and may not be used or relied upon by any other person for any purpose. It does not constitute a solicitation to buy or an offer to sell any securities under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, or under any other US federal or state securities laws, rules or regulations. Investments in securities discussed herein may be unsuitable for investors, depending on their specific investment objectives, risk tolerance and financial position. In jurisdictions where UniCredit is not registered or licensed to trade in securities, commodities or other financial products, any transaction may be effectuated only in accordance with applicable laws and legislation, which may vary from jurisdiction to jurisdiction and may require that a transaction be made in accordance with applicable exemptions from registration or licensing requirements.

UniCredit may have issued other reports that are inconsistent with, and reach different conclusions from, the information presented in any report provided herein. Those reports reflect the different assumptions, views and analytical methods of the analysts who prepared them. Past performance should not be taken as an indication or guarantee of future performance, and no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made regarding future performance. The information contained in any report provided herein may include forward-looking statements within the meaning of US federal securities laws that are subject to risks and uncertainties. Factors that could cause a company’s actual results and financial condition to differ from its expectations include, without limitation: Political uncertainty, changes in economic conditions that adversely affect the level of demand for the company’s products or services, changes in foreign exchange markets, changes in international and domestic financial markets, competitive environments and other factors relating to the foregoing. All forward-looking statements contained in this report are qualified in their entirety by this cautionary statement.
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